
Music Menu 
This half term we will be looking at different pieces of music, looking specifically at 

listening to melody, pitch and dynamics 
Please choose one activity a week from this page. 

Melody and Pitch 
Melody is the tune. It's the part 
of the music that you sing along 
with. 

Pitch is how high or low a note 
sounds. 

Watch this video to find out more 
about melody and pitch. 
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z7f72sg 

Activity 1 Sing a warm up-This 
will help you loosen up, sing 
your best and make sure you 
don't hurt any muscles. 

Activity 2-Sing along to 
Somewhere Only We Know- 
Watch and singalong with this 
choir singing Somewhere Only 
We Know by Keane. 

All of the above activities are on 
BBC Bitesize- Start Singing 
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z7f72sg 

Dynamics 
Dynamics can make the listener 
feel different emotions. Musicians 
will change whether they play a 
part quietly or loudly depending 
on how they want the listener to 
feel. 
 
Play ‘Mercury’ from Holst planets 
suite. Discuss the music and tap 
the pulse. Is the music loud or 
quiet? 
Did the sound change during the 
music at all? 
 
Can you stand tall when the 
music is loud, lie down flat when 
the music is quiet, and are 
somewhere in between when the 
dynamics are in between? 
 
Hold up the dynamic symbols 
below to match when the music 
changes. 

Dynamics 
 
Play Beethoven- Moonlight 
Sonata 
 (3rd movement) 
 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=BV7RkEL6o

Rc 

 

Discuss the music and tap the 
pulse. Is the music loud or quiet? 
Did the sound change during the 
music at all? 
 
Can you stand tall when the 
music is loud, lie down flat when 
the music is quiet, and are 
somewhere in between when the 
dynamics are in between? 
 
Hold up the dynamic symbols 
below to match when the music 
changes. 
 
Can you use your voice or 
instruments to show different 
dynamics? 

Music quiz 
 

Play BBC Bitesize Music 
quiz 

 

Summer Musical 
Composition 

Can you create a 
summer musical 

composition? 
Use the graphic score 

patterns sheets attached. 
To use your voice or 

instrument to match the 
movement. 

 
Play- which picture 

matches the sound using 
the document attached. 

Summer Musical 

Composition 

Play- Summer word 
rhythms. Which phrase 
best matches the rhythm 
that the glockenspiel is 
playing? Use slides 14-
21 on the document 
attached. 

 

Summer Musical 

Composition 

Play match the musical 
notation to the phrase 
on slide 22 using the 
document attached. 
Compose your own 
summer song by clicking 
on the different summer 
word patterns. Try 
singing along, and 
using percussion 
instruments to match 
the rhythm. You can use 
slides 23 and 24. 
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